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Term Description

Acceleration A measure of the number of times you increase your speed while 
driving.

App The Dialdirect Insurance App which can be found in your App 
Store (iOS and Android).

Aspirant user

An aspirant user is defined as a person who has registered on the 
app, but has no relationship or policy with Dialdirect. The user 
wishes to participate in the Payback functionality of the Dialdirect 
Insurance App and accumulates a limited number of rewards in 
the form of vouchers.

AVS Account Verification System.

Braking How quickly you decrease in speed.

Cell phone use Measures the level of intensity of engagement with your cell 
phone while driving.

Distance The total distance travelled in a trip.

Monthly Payback

The Monthly Payback is automatically included with every Dialdirect 
Comprehensive Vehicle Policy. There is no additional fee payable by a 
customer for this. A customer has the opportunity to earn up to 25% 
of the monthly premiums back for a comprehensively insured vehicle. 
The customer must also download and install the Dialdirect Insurance 
App, track his/her driving behaviour and have a Drive score on the last 
day of the month to qualify for the Monthly Payback.

Night-time driving The amount of time you spend travelling at night. 

Night-time hours The hours between 10 p.m. and 5 a.m.

Overall Drive 
score/How to 
calculate a Drive 
score

A Drive score is calculated/displayed once eight qualifying trips 
(eight trips of at least one kilometre each) have been completed 
in a 28-day period.
A user must have a Drive score on the last day of a calendar 
month to qualify for that month’s Monthly Payback.

Payback Bonus

This is an automatically included benefit for all Dialdirect customers. 
The customer is paid back 25% of their 4 years’ premiums or their 
entire 1st year’s premiums back in cash, whichever is the lesser. To 
qualify, the customer must have paid all premiums and made no 
claims (other than those specified which do not affect the Payback 
Bonus) over a 4-year period.

DEFINITIONS
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Payback Booster

The Payback Booster can be added to a Comprehensive Vehicle 
Policy at a cost of R69.00 per month.
The product provides the customer the opportunity to earn up to 
75% of their monthly premiums back on their comprehensively 
insured vehicle policy only.

Policyholder The person who is the primary holder of the policy.

Regular driver
A person who drives the insured vehicle most often and more 
frequently than any other person. The premium and risk is based 
on this person.

Route risk index A personalised measure of your risk exposure on the route 
travelled.

Speeding How often you travel above the legal speed limit.

Telematics
Telematics is technology that allows vehicle tracking and collects 
data that provides information about a vehicle’s location and a 
driver’s driving behaviour.

Trial user

A trial user is defined as a person who has no relationship or 
policy with Dialdirect but has a vehicle and wishes to participate 
in the Dialdirect App functionality (will only have access to trip 
monitoring functionality) without accruing any rewards and 
benefits and chooses to remain anonymous. The user will only 
have access to the app for 15 days from the date of their first 
tracked trip. If they wish to continue use of the app, the user 
must register by entering their details.

Trip score A trip score is displayed every time you take a valid trip.

User

Any entity that uses the app could be any of the following:

• Trial user
• Aspirant user
• Policyholder
• Regular driver

DEFINITIONS
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WHY SHOULD I READ THIS  
LEARNER GUIDE?
The purpose of the content contained in this module is to familiarise you with 
the changes made to Dialdirect’s Cash-back Bonus, and introduce you to the 
added Dialdirect Monthly Payback and the Dialdirect Payback Booster.

Dialdirect has launched its Payback Programme to ensure that it remains 
relevant and competitive in an ever-changing industry, and to help the brand 
deliver on its brand promise to its target market. Note that a broker fee 
and the Monthly Payback Booster fee of R69.00 is not calculated into any 
payback earnings.

NOTES
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WHAT ARE THE PRODUCTS 
OFFERED IN THE PAYBACK 
PROGRAMME?

Payback Overview
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WHAT ARE THE PRODUCTS 
OFFERED IN THE PAYBACK 
PROGRAMME?

PAYBACK OVERVIEW

Dialdirect Monthly Payback
Included in your policy

• How you earn up to 25% of your 
comprehensive vehicle premiums back in 
cash. Every. Single. Month:

• earn up to 15% through good driving 
behaviour, which is used to calculate your 
Overall Drive score 

• earn 5% when you add Home Contents 
cover to your policy

• earn 5% when you add Buildings cover to 
your policy

Upgrade to the 
Dialdirect Payback Booster

How you earn up to 75% of your 
comprehensive vehicle premiums back in 
cash. Every. Single. Month: 

• earn up to 60% through good driving 
behaviour, which is used to calculate your 
Overall Drive score

• earn 5% when you add Home Contents 
cover to your policy

• earn 5% when you add Buildings cover to 
your policy

• earn 5% by successfully completing all of 
these additional activities: 
o vehicle safety check
o eye test
o risk confirmation
o survey

Your Payback Bonus is automatically included, no matter what cover you have.

Fast Facts

NOTES
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The Dialdirect  
Payback Bonus
The Payback Bonus is the new name for Dialdirect’s Cash-back  
Bonus (Personal Lines policyholders).

What you need to know:

 • The Premium Waivers that are included with Dialdirect’s Cash-back Bonus are now 
detailed in a separate brochure, titled the Premium Relief Brochure (a copy of the 
Premium Relief Brochure is available to you).

 • The Payback Bonus is automatically included with all Dialdirect policies, and 
customers do not need to download and use the Dialdirect Insurance App to be 
paid this bonus.

 • Communication will be sent to existing policyholders informing them of the name 
change and that the Premium Waivers are now a separate policy benefit (no cost).

 • Existing policyholders who have a Comprehensive Vehicle Policy or Off-Road Policy 
will also be informed that the new Monthly Payback will be included for them (no 
charge) and that they may optionally add the Payback Booster at a cost.

 • They would need to register on the app to qualify for any rewards or benefits.

If, you want to refresh your memory in terms of the Dialdirect  
Cash-back Bonus, refer to the L&D Online library – Product folder 
– The Cash-back Bonuses module.

NOTES
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The Monthly Payback is part of the Dialdirect Payback - it’s a new and dynamic 
programme that includes a rewards component based on driver behaviour and cover that 
a customer has or adds.

What you need to know:
 • If a customer has a Comprehensive Vehicle Policy/Comprehensive Off-Road Vehicle 

Policy with Dialdirect,the Monthly Payback will automatically be included.

 • A customer would not initially be charged for this feature; premiums will be adjusted 
when a policy is next reviewed.

 • With the Monthly Payback, customers could earn up to 25% of their comprehensive or 
off-road comprehensive vehicle premiums back in cash each month.

The customer qualifies for the Monthly Payback if:

 • The customer downloads and registers on the Dialdirect Insurance App.

 • Has a Drive score at the end of the month, which is calculated on his/her  
driving behaviour.

 • Pays the monthly premium and keeps a policy active.

The Dialdirect  
Monthly Payback
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How does the customer
earn the Monthly Payback?

Persons who are not insured with Dialdirect (Trial users and Aspirant users) are also able to 
participate in the Dialdirect Monthly Payback programme, but would not earn cash back.

* Refer to the detail in the table of definitions in the beginning of this document to see how 
a Drive score is calculated.

Driver 
behaviour

Download and register on the Dialdirect 
Insurance App, track your driving behaviour 
to generate a *Drive score, and earn up to 
15% of your monthly premium paid for a 
Comprehensive Vehicle Policy.

Home Contents 
Policy

Add a Home Contents policy to earn a 
further 5% of your monthly premium paid for 
a Comprehensive Vehicle Policy.

Buildings Policy Add a Buildings Policy to earn another 5% 
of your premium paid for a Comprehensive 
Vehicle Policy. +

+

NOTES
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The Dialdirect Monthly  
Payback Booster

What you need to know:
 • Only Dialdirect customers who have Comprehensive Vehicle policies (including Off-

Road) may add the Dialdirect Payback Booster for a fixed monthly cost of R69.

 • By activating the Payback Booster, a customer could earn up to 75% of the 
premium paid for each Comprehensive Vehicle Policy (including Off-Road).

The customer qualifies for the Payback Booster if:

 • The customer downloads and registers on the Dialdirect Insurance App.
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The Dialdirect Monthly  
Payback Booster

How does the customer  
boost the Monthly Payback?

• Has a Drive score at the end of the month, which is calculated on  
 his/her driving behaviour.

• Pays the monthly premium and keeps a policy active.

Driver behaviour Download and register on the Dialdirect 
Insurance App, track your driving behaviour 
to generate a *Drive score, and earn up to 
60% of your monthly premium paid for a 
Comprehensive Vehicle Policy.

Home Contents 
Policy

Add a Home Contents policy to earn a 
further 5% of your monthly premium paid for 
a Comprehensive Vehicle Policy.

Buildings Policy Add a Buildings Policy to earn another 5% 
of your premium paid for a Comprehensive 
Vehicle Policy.

Additional 
activities

Complete four Additional activities to earn 
another 5% of the premium paid for a 
Comprehensive Vehicle Policy. The activities 
are: a vehicle safety check, an eye test, risk 
confirmation and a survey.

+

1 2 3 4

* Refer to the detail in the table of definitions in the beginning of this document to see how 
a Drive score is calculated.

+
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Drive score
What you need to know:
• A Drive score is based on a scale of 1 to 5 stars (5 stars = best) and is  
 calculated on a regular driver’s driving performance using a number of  
 Drive score factors.

• A user must have paid the premium for the month and have a drive  
 score on the last day of a calendar month to qualify for that month’s  
 Monthly Payback.

• If a regular driver classifies a trip as a passenger trip in the app, it will not  
 count towards a Drive score. If, however, this selection is not made, it will  
 affect a Drive score.

A score of 1 
star earns you:

•  0% of 
your Monthly 

Payback
•  5% of your 

Payback Booster

A score of 4 
stars earns 

you:
•  7.5% of 

your Monthly 
Payback

•  25% of your 
Payback  
Booster

A score of 3 
stars earns 

you:
•  5% of 

your Monthly 
Payback

•  12.5% of your 
Payback  
Booster

A score of 2 
stars earns you:
•  2.5% of your 

Monthly Payback
•  7.5% of your 

Payback Booster

A score of 5 
stars earns 

you:
•  15% of 

your Monthly 
Payback

•  60% of your 
Payback  
Booster
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Drive score

NOTES
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Drive score factors
The Drive score will be based on the scores obtained from the app. Telematics will 
monitor the driving style and will take the following into account during a trip:

 • Distance (kilometres travelled)

 • Speeding

 • Acceleration (rapid acceleration)

 • Braking (harsh braking)

 • Route risk index

 • Night-time driving

 • Idle time ratio

 • Phone disturbance
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Drive score factors
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Drive score factors
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Drive score factors

NOTES
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A vehicle safety check

Risk confirmation

An eye test

1

3

2

 • A vehicle safety check must be completed every 12 months at a 
participating branch of Tiger Wheel & Tyre (TWT) or Tyres & More (T&M), 
and must be paid for by the policyholder/regular driver. TWT and T&M 
have branches nationwide that are listed on the app and on the website.

 • Either a policyholder or a regular driver may take an insured vehicle for a 
required safety check.

 • Each insured vehicle has to be taken for a safety check every 12 months 
by the policyholder or regular driver.  

 • We will send a Vehicle Safety Check voucher to a policyholder/regular 
driver for each insured vehicle via the app; this voucher needs to be 
presented to the service provider.

 • A representative from the service provider will scan the voucher code 
once the safety check has been completed and this activity would then 
be deemed complete.

 • The detail on the app will show that the vehicle safety check has been 
completed and the voucher has been used. 

 • Dialdirect will be notified that the safety check has been completed for 
the specific vehicle.

The four additional activities that a policyholder or regular driver needs to complete to 
earn the additional 5% are listed below (Note that a customer would only earn if the 
Payback Booster has been activated):

 • A policyholder has to use the app or the website and confirm that the  
details that we have on record are correct and up to date.

 • This activity needs to be completed every 12 months.

 • Completing this activity could also avoid unnecessary issues at 
claims stage.

 • A regular driver needs to undergo an eye test every 12 months at any 
registered optometrist, and needs to pay for this him/herself.

 •  If a person is noted as the regular driver on multiple insured vehicles, 
he/she only need to undergo one eye test.

 • A regular driver has to upload the results of an eye test on the app or 
website once completed.

 • Once uploaded, the activity is automatically completed.

Additional Activities
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Additional Activities

A survey4
 • The policyholder, if he/she is the stated regular driver, or the regular 

driver must complete a risk-related survey every 12 months.

 • The content of this survey will change from time to time but will always 
be related to risk information.

 • The regular driver will be able to complete the survey via the app or 
on the website and a single survey will count for all qualifying vehicles 
linked to the regular driver.

NOTES
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Additional Activities – Rules
Each of the activities is valid for 12 months and a customer would earn 5% when all 
four activities have been completed. When an activity expires, it must be completed 
again to continue earning.

An example of how this works:

July  
2016

September 
2016

August 
2016

October 
2016

July  
2017

 • Sue completed her first additional activity – a vehicle safety check.

 • This would mean that it would need to be completed again before 
the end of July 2017.

 • The survey was completed, meaning it would need to be completed 
again before the end of September 2017. 

 • The eye test was completed, which would mean that it would need 
to be completed again before the end of August 2017.

 • Finally, the risk confirmation was completed, and would need to be 
completed again before the end of October 2017.

 • Sue will only begin earning her 5% as of October 2016, as this is 
the date of completion of all four additional activities.

 • In July 2017, the vehicle safety check validity will expire, thus the 
earning period would end. For it to continue, Sue would need to redo 
this activity.

 • The remaining activities would also then need to be completed before 
these expire to ensure that they are also active.

NOTES
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Additional Activities – Rules

DRIVE SCORE FACTORS

Drive score 
factor

What is it? How is it measured?

Distance Total distance 
travelled in a trip

• Distance from start to end of trip
• Displayed in km

Speeding Travelling above 
the speed limit

• Ratio of time spent above the legal speed limit in 
relation to total trip time

• Displayed as a %

Acceleration Quickly 
increasing 
speed while 
driving

• Acceleration events = number of rapid increases in 
speed during a trip

• Acceleration events per km = total acceleration events ÷ 
total number of km travelled

Braking Decreasing 
speed suddenly

• Number of sudden decreases in speed over a short 
period of time

• Number of braking events per km = total number of 
braking events ÷ total number of km travelled

Route risk 
index

A personalised 
measure of risk 
exposure

• Road congestion, time spent at a slow rolling speed or 
standstill

• Categorised as either Low, Medium, High, Very High or 
Extreme

Cell phone use Intensity of 
engagement 
with your cell 
phone 
while driving

• Smartphone sensors
• Categorised as either Low, Medium, High,  

Very High or Extreme

Night-time 
driving

Time spent 
travelling at 
night

• Ratio of time spent travelling at night in relation to total 
time spent travelling during the day

• Displayed as a percentage

You must have a valid Overall Drive score as at the end of the month  
in order to qualify for the Dialdirect Monthly Payback.

Fast Facts
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How the Dialdirect Insurance App 
works for each user?

USER DESCRIPTION

Trial user •   A trial user is defined as a person who has no relationship  
     or policy with Dialdirect but has a vehicle and wishes to  
     participate in the Payback functionality of the app. 
•   The person’s driving behaviour will be monitored, but will not  
     accrue any rewards and benefits.
•   Trial users would only be able to use the app for 15 days from  
     the first tracked trip. 
•   The user will remain anonymous and none of his/her details  
     would be requested. 
•   Should the user wish to continue using the app, s/he needs  
     to upgrade to an aspirant user or become a policyholder or  
     be named as a regular driver.

Aspirant user •   An aspirant user is defined as a person who has registered on  
     the app, but has no relationship or policy with Dialdirect. 
•   The user wishes to participate in the Payback functionality of  
     the app and accumulate a limited number of rewards. 
•   An aspirant user would need to provide his/her e-mail  
     address and cell phone number, create a user name and  
     accept the terms and conditions of using the app. 
•   The user will also be required to provide his/her identity  
     number. If a user enters his/her identity number, the app will  
     attempt to link the user to an existing policy where the identity  
     number is listed as either a policyholder or a regular driver.
•   An aspirant user would receive 100MB of data at no cost.  
     S/he needs to activate this on the app. Policyholders do not  
     receive this free data.

WHAT IS THE DIALDIRECT 
INSURANCE APP?
The Dialdirect Insurance App has been designed to suit the requirements of 
each of its users. Once a user has downloaded and installed the app, various 
options will be displayed, depending on the user’s profile. 
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WHAT IS THE DIALDIRECT 
INSURANCE APP?

Policyholder/Regular 
driver

•   As mentioned above, if the identity number entered on  
     the app corresponds with an identity number recorded on an  
     active policy for a policyholder or a regular driver, the app  
     will automatically link the policy information to the app. 
•   The user will be required to confirm and save the details  
     (identity numbers and cell phone numbers of regular drivers)  
     that pull through.
•   If the policyholder and regular driver is one and the  
     same, this information must also be updated and saved. This  
     information will also be automatically updated on the AS400.

Benefit

Cash 
Value

Insurance  
Company
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Features of the Dialdirect 
Insurance App

Telematics Telematics is the technology of sending, receiving and storing information via 
telecommunication devices.
It allows for a driver’s driving behaviour and trips to be monitored.

Monthly 
Payback earn

Provides the policyholder or regular driver with the history of the  
Payback and the current status of his/her earnings.

Monthly 
Payback earn 
activities

As mentioned earlier, the policyholder who is not a regular driver would need 
to complete one of the additional activities (Risk confirmation) when s/he has 
opted for the Payback Booster. These can be done on the app or the website.

Personalised 
dashboards

Provides detailed information on the Drive score and Monthly Payback (for 
policyholders and regular drivers).

Push 
notifications

Notifies a user of new messages or events even when the user is not actively 
using the app.

Assist 
emergency 
buttons

Policyholders would have access to our full bouquet of Assist benefits for 
Home and Vehicle Assist (including our Roadside Assist).

Link to policy 
info

The policyholder has the benefit of updating his/her policy details via the app; 
s/he may add/remove/amend cover, and request documents from us via the 
app.

Educational 
tips

The user has access to videos and tutorials related to vehicles, such  
as how to change a tyre, what to do if his/her car was stolen, etc.

Gamification Policyholders, regular drivers and aspirant users would be able to participate 
in Driver leagues and challenges. They also have access to Leader boards 
showing the top 20 Drive scores, as well as their own scores. Users with this 
functionality can create and customise leagues and invite friends to participate 
in challenges via Facebook, e-mail or SMS and also view the challenges in 
which they have participated.

Vouchers The user with this functionality will be able to view all vouchers that s/he has 
earned, the value of a voucher, the redemption details and the T&Cs.
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Vouchers are allocated in  
the following ways:
Aspirant users

 • All aspirant users would receive a once-off voucher for 100MB of data. 

 • This benefit should encourage trial users to upgrade to aspirant users, thus increasing  
the pool of potential Dialdirect customers.

Challenge creation

 • One of the features of the app is the ability to create driver challenges and to invite 
friends. 

 • A user could win a once-off voucher valued at R50 to use at one of our many suppliers 
for inviting friends who do not already have the app to participate.

Driver challenge participation victory

 • If a regular driver, policyholder or an aspirant user joins and wins a driver challenge,  
s/he would automatically win a voucher valued at R30 to use at one of our many 
suppliers. 

 • The Drive score must have been achieved from a Driver challenge that someone else  
created and not from a challenge that was created by the user him/herself.

National monthly Top 5

 • In an attempt to encourage safe driving behaviour, the users with the Top 5 National 
Driver scores will be rewarded with a voucher valued at R2000 to use at one of our  
many suppliers.

Provincial monthly Top 5

 • Each month the users with the Top 5 Drive scores per province will each be rewarded  
with a voucher valued at R1000 to use at one of our suppliers.

Annual best driver

 • In Phase 2, each year, the best driver of the year would be rewarded with up to 12 times 
the single premium value (SPV) of a Dialdirect Comprehensive Vehicle Policy, in cash.

Vouchering

 • Applicable to Aspirant users, policyholders and/or regular drivers.

Driver leagues and challenges

 • Applicable to Aspirant users, policyholders and/or  
regular drivers.

Data

 • Aspirant users qualify for 100MB data once-off.
Data Voucher

For 1 month
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WHAT DO CONSULTANTS NEED  
TO KNOW?

✓ You must know that the Dialdirect Cash-Back Bonus  
 has been renamed the Dialdirect Payback Bonus.

✓ You must know that the Payback Bonus is  
 automatically included with all Dialdirect policies.

✓ You need to be able to explain the Payback Bonus  
 and the Monthly Payback and the Payback Booster to a customer  
 when asked.

✓ You need to know that the Payback Booster costs R69 per month.

✓ If a customer entered into a brand-new contract with us during the  
 course of a month, and opted for the Payback Booster, we would  
 charge a pro rata Payback Booster fee for that month and pay any  
 Payback Booster earnings pro rata as well for that month.

✓ You must be able to explain the premium including and excluding the  
 Payback Booster, and know which premium to select, as the customer  
 may remove the Payback Booster if s/he wishes to do so.

✓ You must be able to inform a customer of the PROJECTED pay-out date  
 and the ESTIMATED Payback Bonus value.

✓ You must be able to inform a customer of the Monthly Payback and the  
 Payback Booster values per Vehicle Policy.

✓ You must be able to inform a customer of how this date and these values  
 may be affected (i.e. change in cover, claims made, non-payment of  
 premium in a single month).

✓ You must know that the Payback Bonus must be paid into the account  
 linked to the specific policy. If deposits cannot be made into the  
 banking account that we have linked to a policy, a customer has  
 to give us details of an alternative banking account into which to pay  
 the bonus payments.

✓ If we cannot pay the Monthly Payback into the banking account that  
 we use to deduct the premium for the customer’s underlying Vehicle  
 Policy, we may obtain and capture details of another banking  
 account from the customer. The system will allow us to capture details  
 of a second banking account that we could pay the Monthly Payback into.

Sales Consultants
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Sales Consultants

View the learning material on L&D Live to familiarise yourself with the AS400 
system process for adding the Payback Booster option to a Comprehensive 
Vehicle Policy, the system scripting for explaining the Payback Booster to a 
customer and viewing projected and estimated payout values.

NOTES
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Customer Care Consultants
✓ You must know that the Dialdirect  
 Cash-Back Bonus has been renamed  
 the Dialdirect Payback Bonus.

✓ You must know that the Payback  
 Bonus is automatically included with  
 all Dialdirect policies.

✓ You need to be able to explain the  
 Payback Bonus and the Monthly  
 Payback and the Payback Booster  
 to a customer when asked.

✓ You need to know that the Payback Booster costs R69 per month.

✓ If a customer added a Comprehensive Vehicle Policy to an existing  
 contract with us during the course of a month, and opted for the Payback  
 Booster, we would charge a pro rata Payback Booster fee for that month  
 and payout any Payback Booster earnings pro rata for that month.

✓ If a customer added the Payback Booster to an existing Vehicle Policy in  
 the course of a month, we would charge the full Payback Booster fee for  
 that month, and pay-out any Payback Booster earnings in full.

✓ You must be able to explain the premium including and excluding the  
 Payback Booster, and know which premium to select, as the customer may  
 remove the Payback Booster if s/he wishes to do so.

✓ You must be able to inform a customer of the projected pay-out date and  
 the estimated Payback Bonus value.

✓ You must be able to inform a customer of the Monthly Payback and the  
 Payback Booster values per Vehicle Policy.

✓ You must be able to inform a customer of how this date and these values  
 may be affected (i.e. change in cover, claims made, non-payment of  
 premium in a single month).

✓ You must know that the Payback Bonus would be paid into the account  
 linked to the specific policy. If deposits cannot be made into the banking  
 account that we have linked to a policy, a customer has to give us details of  
 an alternative banking account in which to pay the bonus payments. If we  
 cannot pay the Monthly Payback into the banking account that we use to  
 deduct the premium for the customer’s underlying Vehicle Policy, we may  
 obtain and capture details of another banking account from the customer.  
 The system will allow us to capture details of a second banking account that  
 we could pay the Monthly Payback into.

✓ You must know that when a customer replaces a comprehensively insured  
 vehicle (that includes the Payback Booster), with another comprehensively  
 insured vehicle, the Payback Booster will automatically move to the  
 replacement vehicle. The customer may decide if s/he would like to keep the  
 Payback Booster.

S S

C U S T O M E R

P R

P V

O A D V I C E

C A R E C

T H E L P
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Customer Care Consultants
Refunds

 • If a Comprehensive Vehicle Policy was cancelled during the course of a month and 
the customer had already paid the fee for the Dialdirect Payback Booster for that 
month, we would refund the fee in full and not pay any Payback Booster benefits 
for that month. The refund will automatically be processed by the system.

 • If a customer removes the Dialdirect Payback Booster from a Comprehensive Vehicle 
Policy during the course of a month and the customer had already paid the fee for 
the Dialdirect Payback Booster for that month, we would refund the fee in full and 
not pay any Payback Booster benefits for that month; we would pay any Monthly 
Payback earnings. The refund will automatically be processed by the system.

 • If a customer replaced a comprehensively insured vehicle with another 
comprehensively insured vehicle during the course of a month, and the fee for the 
Dialdirect Payback Booster has already been paid for that month; it would not be 
refunded. The Payback Booster would be transferred to the new Vehicle Policy.

Note: Customers need to be informed that the fee for the Payback Booster is to be 
refunded – see the online scripting.

Split Risks

When a policyholder needs to have multiple contracts because the insured goods are 
kept at different residential addresses. 

If a comprehensively insured vehicle with the Payback Booster was moved to a split-risk, then:

 • If a customer had added the Payback Booster to the original Comprehensive 
Vehicle Policy, it would automatically be transferred to the new split risk policy, if 
the customer still wanted the Payback Booster.

 • If we had received the Payback Booster fee with the premium for the original 
Vehicle Policy in the same month as we split the risk, we would not deduct it again 
with the premium for new split risk policy in that month.

 • The Payback earning would be calculated using the total premium that we received 
for a specific Vehicle Policy (the vehicle that we moved). If a customer paid the 
premium for the existing Vehicle Policy and then paid a pro rata premium for the 
split Vehicle Policy, the total premium received would be taken into account to 
calculate the payback;.

 • All completed additional Risk Assessment activities related to the Vehicle Policy 
and the regular driver would also carry over to the new split risk;.

 • If, a customer cancels a split Vehicle Policy or removes the Payback Booster or 
downgrades the cover type in the first month of the split, the Payback Booster 
amount paid will be refunded from the original policy if the premium was already 
collected for that month;.

 • Comments would automatically be entered by the system in both the old and new 
policies if we refunded a customer, noting which policy number was refunded.
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 • Policy and then paid a pro rata premium for the split Vehicle Policy, the total 
premium received would be taken into account to calculate the payback.

 • All completed additional Risk Assessment activities related to the Vehicle 
Policy and the regular driver would also carry over to the new split risk.

 • If a customer cancels a split Vehicle Policy or removes the Payback Booster or 
downgrades the cover type in the first month of the split, the Payback Booster 
amount paid will be refunded from the original policy if the premium was 
already collected for that month.

 • Comments would automatically be entered by the system in both the old 
and new policies if we refunded a customer, noting which policy number was 
refunded.

Note: It is important that if the original policy had HH and/or HO, the customer 
must be informed that s/he will lose additional cover earnings (the 10% - 5% for 
having or adding an HH, and/or the 5% for having or adding an HO policy) on the 
new split risk policy. The customer would only earn this 10% if HH and HO was 
added to the new split risk.

If cover was downgraded from comprehensive, the Monthly Payback and/or 
Monthly Payback Booster would automatically be removed.

View the learning material on L&D Live to familiarise yourself with the  
AS400 system process for adding the Payback Booster option to a 
customer’s contract, deleting it, processing a refund, the system scripting 
for explaining the Payback Booster option to a customer and viewing 
projected pay-out values.

Customer Care Consultants

NOTES
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Retentions Consultants

View the learning material on L&D Live to familiarise yourself with the  
AS400 system process for adding the Payback Booster option to a customer’s 
contract, deleting it, processing a refund, the system scripting for explaining 
the Payback Booster option to a customer and viewing projected  
pay-out values.

✓ As a Retentions Consultant, know that if a customer’s policy  
 was switched from Dialdirect to any of our other brands, the Payback  
 programme would fall away and the customer would be  
 downgraded on the app to an Aspirant user. This means that  
 s/he would enjoy a limited number of benefits from the app and the  
 programme, and would also lose any payback earnings accrued.

✓ Further, the Payback Booster could be used as a retention tool.

If a customer’s contract was switched to another brand, the Monthly Payback 
and/or Monthly Payback Booster would automatically be removed, and the 
customer would also lose any payback earnings accrued.

NOTES
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Claims Consultants

View the learning material on L&D Live to familiarise yourself with the 
AS400 system process when dealing with a claim that may affect the 
Payback Bonus.

Note: Staff members would also qualify for the Dialdirect Payback programme.

✓ You must know that the Dialdirect Cash-Back Bonus has been  
 renamed the Dialdirect Payback Bonus.

✓ You must know that the Payback Bonus is automatically included  
 with all Dialdirect policies.

✓ You need to be familiar with the product and be able to explain the  
 Payback Bonus and the Monthly Payback and the Payback Booster  
 to a customer when asked.

✓ You must know which claims would not affect a Dialdirect customer’s  
 pay-outs.

✓ You need to know what to tell a customer if proceeding with a claim  
 would affect a bonus pay-out.

NOTES
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NOTES


